Guest Speaker Sample Talk

Good morning! It’s good to be with you today.
My name is ________ and I work alongside Interfaith Power & Light.
[I want to thank [CLERGY/SPEAKER] for their message on Creation care
this morning.]
Today we join congregations of many faith traditions across our region in celebrating [Climate in the Pulpits / on
the Bimah / in the Minbar]. This year, [Climate in the Pulpits / on the Bimah / in the Minbar] is a chance to reflect
on the harm that burning fuel for energy is causing to our neighbors and to the natural world.
Our faith traditions teach the sacred value of repentance. At every moment, we can turn from what is harmful
and choose life. And these months are a time of returning for so many of us, back to some of the rhythms of life
together that were interrupted by the pandemic, and deciding what aspects of our lives from before we wish to
return to, and which we should turn away from. In this season of returning, our congregation is joining with
many others to turn, too; towards a future in which we don’t have to burn anything to heat our communities or
our homes.
To do so, we must face the ways in which burning methane gas, in particular, is endangering all of us. For too
long, we haven’t had much choice—burning gas or oil has been the only way we could heat our homes, draw hot
water, or cook food every day. But we have come to understand that methane gas causes harm: below ground,
the pipes that bring gas to homes leak and risk explosions; above ground, burning gas inside our homes hurts the
lungs of young and old who breathe indoor pollution; up above, burning gas pours heat-trapping pollution into
our skies, accelerating the climate crisis. So in this season, we are called to turn: to a safer, cleaner, and more
efficient future where everything is electric and draws renewable power.
[FOR ONLINE GATHERINGS] Even when we’re gathered online, we can take action together, and in community!
So in a moment, we’re going to play a few minutes of music, during which I invite everyone to click on the link
we’re putting [in the chat/in the comments] right now: ipldmv.org/methane
Double-click on that link to open a form where you can deliver a message to your elected leaders: now is the time
to stop building homes with methane gas, and to help our communities in turning away from burning entirely.
Suggested music to play while people complete the form (In Zoom, “Share Screen” > “Advanced” > share audio.)
Please note that licensing for broadcast any of the songs below is the responsibility of your congregation.
Turning of the World (Ruth Pelham)
Turning Song (Rabbi Minna Bromberg)
Turn Me Back (Sara Mosenkis)
[FOR IN PERSON GATHERINGS] I’d like to call your attention to the bulletin insert [hold one up] that you
received this morning. Today, we ask you to join with congregations across our region in calling on our leaders
to guide our communities away from burning, towards all-electric homes and away from systems of pipes that
lock us into many more years of methane gas. Please fill out the post card on your bulletin insert so that you can
share it as an offering when the collection plate is passed/as you leave today.
Thanks again for having me this morning — it’s a blessing to be with you!
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Find more resources at IPLdmv.org/ClimatePulpitResources
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